North & Montagu Bastion Counterguards – Dog Park

1m high glazed balustrade fitted to perimeter wall as per Kings Bastion. Crushed stone floor surface. (decomposed granite)

Lighting bollards as per Kings Bastion to be considered

Double gate system to control access. Signage stating park rules. Design and location to be specified.

Benches to be provided (no. to be specified). Existing design as per Chatham counterguard to be used.

Off leash area 2 – Large Dogs
Steps to be
Existing Military structures to be repaired and re-used.
Glazed panels to be fitted to existing embrasures

Off leash area 1 – Small Dogs
Existing Trees to be retained unless damage to walls is excessive. Min for the Environment and Heritage to specify.

CONCEPT PROPOSALS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF A DOG PARK
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